Optimization cannot be done in one step å partition problem and optimize subproblems.
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HIERARCHY, ABSTRACTION AND DESIGN DOMAINS

Hierarchy: something is composed of simpler things
Abstraction: when looking at a certain level, you don't need to know all details of the lower levels.
Design domains:
* behavioral: black box view * structural: interconnection of subblocks * physical: layout properties Each design domain has its hierarchy. Gates, flip-flops, etc.
Transistors
Example: top-down structural decomposition and bottom-up layout construction
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DESIGN ACTIONS
Synthesis: increasing information about the design by providing more detail (within the same or another design domain).
Verification: checking whether a synthesis step has left the specification intact.
Analysis: collecting information on the quality of the design.
Optimization: increasing the quality of the design by rearrangements in a given description.
Design Management: storage of design data, cooperation between tools, design flow, etc.
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DESIGN METHODS
